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Use of Terminal Deoxynucleotidyl Transferase (TdT) to resolve
Bands Across All Four Lanes (BAFL’s)

Often the use of nucleotide analogs (dITP or 7-deaza-dGTP) is advantageous for the unambiguous
determination of a nucleotide sequence. dITP will resolve most instances of gel compression due to
secondary structure in the sequencing product fragments. However, the use of this analog may
generate sequence artifacts, seen as Bands Across Four Lanes (BAFLs), which may make the correct
determination of band order impossible.

Secondary structure in the template stand is another common cause of BAFLs, also referred to as
Stops. When Sequenase Version 2.0 polymerase encounters a stable secondary structure in the
template, it may dissociate from the template without incorporating a dideoxynucleotide. The fragments
generated will co-migrate with sequence ladder and cause artifact bands.

BAFLs can be eliminated by performing a chase step with TdT to
remove artificially terminated fragments. Terminal Deoxynucleotidyl
Transferase is a polymerase which non-specifically adds
nucleotides to a free 3’ hydroxyl. Its action in this case is to extend
the fragments which are not properly terminated with a
dideoxynucleotide. TdT will add hundreds of nucleotides in a
relatively short period of time allowing non-specifically terminated
fragments to be extended such that they run at the top of the gel
without interfering with readable sequence.

This method makes nucleotide analog use more certain, allowing
the complete resolution of difficult gel compressions, elimination of
BAFLs, and correct assignment of base order.

Figure 1. Sequence determination of a plasmid clone in the
vector pBluescript SKII. The clone encodes Orotidine 5’-
phosphate decarboxylase from the hyperthermophilic Archeon,
Pyrococcus furiosus.

Lane A: Sequence determined with the dGTP reaction mixes.
Note compression observed at arrow and slight BAFL at star.

Lane B: Sequence determined with the dITP reaction mixes.
Note compression resolution at arrow but addition of significant
BAFL.
Note worsening of BAFLs further along in the sequence.

Lane C: Sequence determined with the dITP reaction mixes
followed by a TdT/dNTP chase. Note compression resolution at
arrow with no background observable in the other three lanes.
Note clean background throughout the remainder of the
sequence.
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Method

1. A 1mM solution of all four dNTPs is made in Sequenase Enzyme Dilution Buffer.
1µl each dNTP (100mM stock)
96µl Enzyme Dilution buffer

2. Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) is diluted in the 1mM dNTP solution (above) to
2 units/µl. Each termination reaction will require 1µl of this enzyme/dNTP dilution. Mix well on ice. It is
best to prepare this enzyme/dNTP solution immediately prior to use.

3. Sequence according to the Sequenase Version 2.0 Sequencing Protocol using the appropriate
labelling and termination mixes. DO NOT add Stop Solution.

4. After the 2-5 minute termination reaction is complete add 1µl of the TdT/dNTP solution to each
termination reaction tube.

5. Mix and incubate 15-30 minutes at 37°C.

6. Add 4µl of Stop Solution to each reaction tube.

7. Heat denature and load on a sequencing gel as usual.
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The data presented in this Techtip was developed using the following products available from USB:

Terminal Deoxynucleotidyl Transferase 70033Y 500 units
70033Z 2500 units

Sequenase Version 2.0 DNA Sequencing Kit 70770

All goods and services are sold subject to the terms and conditions of sale within the group which supplies them. A copy of
these terms and conditions is available on request.
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